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Riskk management and product markets

6.11

Introduction

Wee now have many theories that rationalize corporate risk management. However, in Chapter
44 we concluded that the existing theories are still too incomplete to adequately describe corporatee risk management practices. We argue in this chapter that a study of the interaction between
corporatee risk management and competition on product markets may fill some of the gaps in
thee existing literature. Interesting questions emerge when considering such interaction. For example:: Does a firm's risk management strategy affect its strategic operating decisions (output,
pricing,, investment decisions)? Are there interactions between competitors' risk management
strategies?? And are these strategies related to the structure on the product market?
Thee purpose of this chapter is to shed light on these questions. We focus on the impact of
corporatee risk management on a firm's output decisions in a market with imperfect competition
viaa the amount of internal wealth (financial slack). Risk management decisions today affect
thee availability of financial slack at future points in time and this may provide a link to the
firm'sfirm's real decisions. Part of this mechanism has already been spelled out in Froot, Scharfstein
andd Stein (1993). In their study they suggested that their framework "...has implications for
howhow companies' hedging strategies should depend on both (1) the nature of product market
competition,competition, and (2) their competitor's hedging strategies."1 (Froot, Scharfstein and Stein, 199
p.. 1650). In this chapter we develop a model to study the interaction between risk management
andd product market decisions more closely.
Costlyy external financing or the inability to attract external financing may affect a firm's
strategicc output decisions, especially in markets with imperfect competition. In this paper we
showw that risk management affects the strategic side effects of costly external financing and
exploree the interaction with respect to a firm's optimal hedging and output choices.
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Wee capture these issues in a two-stage game. In the first stage two firms simultaneously decide
howw much of their exposed internal wealth they will hedge. Then in the second stage the two
firmss simultaneously decide how much to produce. We therefore have a model with oligopolist
Coumott competition. Firms in our model however, need to finance the variable production costs.
Theyy can either do this with internal funds or - if available - attract external funds. External
financingg makes a firm a less aggressive competitor and therefore lowers both firms' output
choices.. Risk management, in the first stage now also affects both firms' expected profits; first
throughh its impact on the expected costs of financing but also through its impact on both firms'
optimall output decisions. As a result, we find strategic interaction with respect to both firms'
hedgingg strategies. When both firms face serious constraints, such that external financing is
difficult,, we have an equilibrium where both firms hedge. However, in cases where financing
constraintss are less important, or where firms have more internal wealth, non-hedging is the
equilibriumm risk management strategy by both firms.
Theree are many real world anecdotes supporting the focus of our analysis. Companies sometimess motivate their hedging behavior by explicitly referring to the competitive consequences
hedgingg may have on their product market strategies. Often this is related to the potential impact
off corporate risk management on the firm's market share. For example, in a recent roundtable
conferencee on corporate risk management in the Journal of Applied Corporate Finance', the
treasurerr of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company suggested that with a 100% hedging policy a firm
cann be just as exposed as when it does not hedge. Her argument was that if you are completely
hedgedd and the exchange rate movement turns out to be favorable, while your competitor has
leftt its exposure open, than your ability to gain market share has suffered.2
Belkk and Glaum (1990, p. 7), found in an in-depth survey of risk management within UK
multinationalss that "... their decisions to hedge critically depend on what their competitors
diddid (or what the companies thought their competitors did)" Also, in a detailed field study by
Brownn (2000) it appeared that the hedging strategies of a US manufacturing firm were affected
byy concerns related to the potential impact of hedging on its pricing strategy and market share.
Moreover,, the firm spent considerable resources in trying to generate information about both the
mainn competitors' exposure as well as their hedging strategies. Thus, it seems practitioners are
welll aware of this interaction between hedging and product market competition. The current
11

See "Bank of America roundtable on: Derivatives and Corporate Risk Management", Journal of
Appliedd Corporate Finance, Fall 1995, p. 58-74.
2
Inn an interview with a Dutch newspaper, the treasurer of KLM at that time, De Die, referred to the
potentiall of loosing market share for the firm that did not hedge while its competitors hedged after an
unfavorablee change in the exchange rate (Het Financieele Dagblad, March 15, 1996, p. 15).
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literaturee on corporate hedging, however, has ignored these effects and thus far provided no
rationalee for such (strategic) behavior.3 In this chapter we present such a rationale.4
Ourr work is related to two strands in the literature. First, there is now a considerable literature
thatt studies the impact of exchange rates on industry equilibrium and the firm's exposure to
exchangee rates in markets characterized by imperfect competition.5 Although this literature
increasess our understanding of a firm's economic exposure (especially in relation to market
structure),, it does not provide a rationale for such risk management in itself. Moreover, these
paperss assume that corporate hedging does not affect outcomes on product markets. The results
off our analysis, however, suggest that corporate hedging under certain conditions may affect
productt market equilibrium.
Ourr work relates to a second strand of the literature that studies the interaction between
financingg and product market decisions. For example, Brander and Lewis (1986) argue that
aa benefit of debt financing is that it commits the firm to be more aggressive in the product
market.. Telser (1966) and Bolton and Scharfstein (1990) on the other hand, argue that debt
mayy invite predatory strategies by competitors and therefore negatively affect firm value. These
contributionss generally consider the (strategic) interaction between capital structure and product
markett behavior but do not consider other financial decisions. 6 In our model, hedging affects
(thee need of) costly external financing and reduces the volatility in internal funds. This not only
reducess the expected funding costs, but also affects the outcome on the product market. As a
result,, hedging affects expected profits. Moreover, we find strategic interaction between two
firms'firms' risk management strategies.
33

An exception is the study by Dumas (1994). He suggests that the passing through of exchange rate
changess into prices may be influenced by the hedging decision of firms in the market. As a result, a firm's
optimall hedge depends on its competitors' hedging decisions.
4
Theree may also be other explanations for this observation. For example, it might be the case that
firmsfirms do not really know what to do when it comes to risk management. Then, it may make sense to look
att your competitors in order to have something to go by.
5
Dornbuschh (1987) and Froot and Klemperer (1989), for example, show that exchange rate changes
doo affect output prices when there is imperfect competition. Luehrman (1990), Von Ungern-Stemberg
andd Von Weiszacker (1990), and Marston (1996) all study a firm's currency-exposure in a market with
imperfectt competition. Adler (1994) incorporates a multi-period model of imperfect competition in a
studyy of a firm's exposure.
66
An exception is Maksimovic (1990). He rationalizes a firm's decision to enter into a loan commitmentt contract with a bank from the impact that this loan commitment has on the outcome on the product
market.. The loan commitment reduces a firm's future marginal financing costs and therefore changes the
firm'sfirm's optimal output decisions. By entering into a loan commitment, a firm credibly commits to a more
aggressivee output strategy on the product market in the future.
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Wee proceed as follows. In Section 6,2 we discuss some related literature that has focused on
thee interaction of product market competition and financial structure. Since, both this chapter
andd Chapter 7 focus on the impact of hedging on this interaction such a discussion is important.
Sectionn 6.3 presents the basic model. In Section 6.4 we derive our main results. Section 6.5
illustratess some key results with simple numerical examples. In section 6.6 we put our results
inn perspective and discuss their robustness. Section 6.7 summarizes and concludes.

6.22

Interaction of financial structure and product market competition

Inn this section we shortly review the literature on the interaction between financial structure
andd product market competition. Since hedging, both in Chapters 6 and 7, interferes with the
interactionn on financial structure and product markets such a survey helps to more closely definee how these chapters will add to the literature. Maksimovic (1995) distinguishes four main
approachess in this literature.
Thee first (and also earliest) approach discusses the role of financial structure in making crediblee implicit and explicit contracts with customers and rival firms. More debt decreases the firm's
abilityy to enter such (valuable) contracts. It increases the probability of default, thereby reducingg the value of implicit contracts with customers and employees (Titman, 1984). Too much
debt,, a debt overhang, makes equity holders behave more opportunistically, thereby further reducingg the value of such implicit contracts. An example of such behavior is that firms with a
debtt overhang may lower their product quality. Since customers anticipate this, they will try to
protectt themselves against such opportunistic behavior by paying less for the good. This will
leavee shareholders generally worse off thereby reducing the attractiveness of debt (Maksimovic,
19888 and Maksimovic and Titman, 1990). Corporate hedging may help preserve the value of
implicitt and explicit contracts with customers and employees and as such increase firm value
(seee Chapter 2 and Shapiro and Titman, 1992). The potential impact of hedging on a firm's
strategicc behavior in product markets, however, is ignored and therefore does not produce any
insightt in the potential impact of hedging strategies on market share, nor does it provide a rationalizationn of the interest firms have in their competitors' hedging strategies. In contrast, our
workk focuses particularly on these issues.
Thee second approach shows that the competitive environment of the firm is important in
understandingg firms' strategies. These models are often called industry equilibrium models.
Maksimovicc and Zechner (1991) is a good example. It is widely known that more debt induces a
firm'sfirm's shareholders to increase the riskiness of their activities. Maksimovic and Zechner (1991)
showw that considering the choices of competing firms in equilibrium is important in finding the
productt market strategy of a singlefirmthat increases the firm's risk. They consider an industry
equilibriumm model where a production strategy that for a single firm is risky (not taking industry
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effectss into consideration), may very well be the non-risky strategy when considering product
markett equilibrium. As a result, considering the choices of competing firms may cause some
highlyy unlikely strategies - when seen from the standpoint of an isolated firm - being very
rational.. The optimal risk management decisions in industry equilibrium models have not been
analyzedd yet.
Thee third approach stresses the strategic commitment effects of debt when there is imperfect
competitionn in the product market. The limited liability nature of equity induces shareholders
too value income in the higher states of the world more than in the low states since most of
thee increase in wealth is then attributed to the firm's debtholders (Brander and Lewis, 1986 and
Maksimovic,, 1988). As a result, firms with more debt commit to a more aggressive (higher) outputt strategy. Rival firms generally will respond with lower output.7 The existence of bankruptcy
costss will induce more or less the same behavior (Brander and Lewis, 1988).
Finally,, the fourth approach focuses on the relationship between the financial contract and
productt market strategies. More in particular, the central question in these papers is: "How does
thethe existence of financial contracts which are motivated by agency problems open aggressive
competitioncompetition by rival firms!" Bolton and Scharfstein (1990) for example, show that an optimal
financialfinancial contract that mitigates managerial incentive problems terminates funding when performancee is poor. When taking the actions of rival firms into consideration this may not be the
optimall financial contract since it will invite rival firms to prey on the firm.8 For example, rival
firmsfirms may enter into aggressive product market strategies to make the financial constraints bindingg and induce exit of the firm. An important result is that, when taking product market strategies
off other firms in consideration, financial contracts will be less sensitive to performance.
AA recent contribution to this approach by Chevalier and Scharfstein (1996) has addressed
thee interaction between financial constraints and product markets in a more dynamical model,
wheree building market share is important to generate future output. They show that, especially
duringg recessions, liquidity-constrained firms will be more short-term oriented compared to
lesss financially constrained competitors. As a result, they predict that more leveraged firms
willl be less inclined to build up market share and therefore will set higher prices compared to
theirr less financially constrained rivals. Rival firms will also "respond" with higher prices, but
sincee their focus is more on building market share they do not increase their prices too much. 9
Ann empirical prediction from this literature is that if most firms in an industry are externally
(internally)) financed, the industry markup will be more counter-cyclical (pro-cyclical).
Thee third and the fourth approach in this literature have opposing empirical predictions with
respectt to the consequences of debt financing. In a Brander and Lewis type of model, more debt
7

Att least this will be the case in a Coumot model with strategic substitutes.
Thiss was already pointed out by Telser (1966).
'Becausee prices are strategic complements.

8
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willl induce a firm to be more aggressive (and its rivals less aggressive), while in a Bolton and
Scharfsteinn model, more debt in afirmis expected to make rivals more aggressive.
Althoughh the empirical evidence is still limited, it generally rejects the Brander and Lewis
argument.. Firms with more debt do not become more aggressive players in the product markets.. Firms that have increased their leverage tend to reduce their output and increase prices.
Rivall firms tend to become more aggressive after such a recapitalization of a firm in the industry.. Firms that entered a Leveraged Buy Out (LBO) reduce their investments (and capacity)
afterr they have increased their leverage. Rival firms, however, increase their capacity and investmentss after such a recapitalization. Moreover, after a recapitalization more firms tend to enter
thee market (Chevalier, 1995 and Philips 1995). This suggests that a higher debt level invites
moree aggressive competition. Also Opler and Titman (1994) have shown that highly leveraged
firmss in distressed industries loose market share to their less levered competitors. Kovenock
andd Philips (1997) have further shown that recapitalizing firms in an industry also generally
havee the least productive plants and that capacity utilization increases after a recapitalization.
Thee effects of increasing leverage on investment and plant closure in concentrated industries
wass significant; recapitalizing firms tend to cut back on investments and increase plant closure.
Finally,, Campbello (2000) recently found support for the Bolton and Scharfstein (1990) and
Telserr (1966) arguments. Debt has a negative impact on a firm's sales, especially when rival
firmss are relatively less levered during recessions. Furthermore, Campbello (2000) found that
markupss were more counter-cyclical the higher the amount of debt in an industry. This evidence
supportss Chevalier and Scharfstein (1996)
Inn this chapter, we will analyze whether there is a rationale for a firm to engage in risk
managementt that is related to product markets. In our model risk management mitigates some
off the effects of financial contracting on the product market. Our work therefore fits nicely with
thee literature we have just described.

6.33

The basic model

6.3.16.3.1

General outline and timing

Considerr a risk neutral world where two firms labeled A and B compete for a homogeneous
goodd on a product market characterized by imperfect (Cournot) competition.10 At date I, both
firmsfirms simultaneously choose the optimal production level and incur production costs. To finance
thesee production costs, firms either rely on internal financing or (if possible) attract costly exter'°Seee Tirole (1988) for further discussion.
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Firmss decide how
muchh to hedge

Uncertainty is

Profits are

resolved

realized

Hedgingg contract
iss settled
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Firms repay their
debt

Firmss decide how
muchh to produce
Whenn necessary
firmsfirms attract
exemall finance

FIGUREE 6.1. Timing of the model

nall financing at date 1. The availability of internal wealth is uncertain since we assume that part
off it is exposed to some risk factor." Firms can hedge this risk at date 0 with forward contracts.
Ourr analysis focuses on the relation between the output choice in the product market at date 1
andd the firm's hedging decisions at date 0. Figure 6.1 sketches the sequence of events. We have
aa two-stage model where firms at date 0 simultaneously choose a hedge (<f>% where i = A, B),
rationallyy anticipating the output decisions at date 1. At date 1, prior to the output decision,
alll uncertainty with respect to the risk factor is resolved and the hedging contract is settled.
Givenn the level of internal wealth available and the costs of external financing, both firms simultaneouslyy choose the level of output q1. If necessary they attract additional (costly) external
financingg to pay the production costs. Finally, at date 2 firms receive income from sales, repay
theirr debts (plus deadweight costs of external financing), and the model ends.
Firmss in our model maximize total firm value.12 Below we provide a more detailed setup
off our model. We first discuss the product market, then the financial markets, and finally the
equilibriumm concept relevant for our analysis.
"Fromm an investors' point of view (part of) this risk is diversifiable, which makes risk neutrality a
somewhatt innocent assumption.
12
Inn our model we do not consider uncertainty over costs or demand. Models with uncertainty over
demandd may give rise to a limited liability or bankruptcy effect of debt. Since shareholders do not take
thee bad outcomes into consideration they will enter into more aggressive strategies when financed with
debtt (see Brander and Lewis, 1986 and Showalter, 1996). Showalter (1996, 1999) further has shown that
withh uncertainty over costs, there is no strategic effect of debt. We do not want to focus on these strategic
commitmentt effects here and therefore assume that at date 1, before the output decisions have been taken,
alll uncertainty is resolved. Alternatively, we can assume that firms in our model have no significant debt
outstandingg (equity financed).
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6.3.6.3. ?

The product market

Wee describe competition on the product market with a simple Cournot model. More precisely,
wee consider a world where two firms labeled A and B compete for a homogeneous good. At
datee 1 both firms simultaneously choose quantities that maximize total firm value given the
otherr firm's optimal production decision. We characterize demand on the product market by a
simplee linear inverse demand curve,

p(q\qp(q\qBB)=a-b(q)=a-b(qAA+q+qBB) )
wheree p is the equilibrium market clearing price of the good and a and 6 are constants both
largerr than or equal to zero. The output brought to the market by firm A is denoted by qA and
thatt of firm B by qB .n
Bothh firms face total production costs characterized by

K\qK\qll)) = cV
wheree i denotes firm A or B.
Inn our model these production costs play a central role. Production costs are made at date 1
andd need to be financed either with internal wealth or externally.14
6.3.36.3.3

The financial markets

Thee capital market
Inn our model both firms need to finance their production costs at date 1. These can be financed
eitherr from internal wealth (w[) or with external funds. The firm's internal wealth available at
datee 1 is a function of some random marketable risk factor? (e.g. an exchange rate) urn formly_
distributedd over the support [e, ë], the firm's exposure 6l to this risk factor, and some exogenous
partt (unexposed to the risk factor) iwj. More precisely, we describe the level of internal wealth of
firmfirm i at date 1 as w\ = w^ + O^eP This coincides with the case where the firm has receivables
133

We have chosen a relatively simple setting in which both firms produce and sell in a single currency.
Thee exposure is exogenous; in our model a firm has internal wealth that is exposed to hedgeable price
risk.. Our motivation for this choice is twofold. First, exposures become complicated in an alternative
setupp where one firm, for example, is producing abroad especially with imperfect competition (see for
examplee Luehrman, 1990 and Marston, 1996). Secondly, we want to stress the link between corporate
riskk management and financial contracting in this dissertation. For that purpose it is sufficient to have a
ratherr simple specification of a firm's exposure.
14
Ann alternative interpretation of these production costs is as an investment in capacity. The investment
inn capacity (equal to cq) then determines how much the firm can produce in the second period.
15
Inn Chapter 2 (Section 2.4) we modelled the firm's exposure in a similar manner.
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off which part is in foreign currency and therefore faces uncertainty with respect to the amount
off internal funds available at date 1. We assume that firms have positive exposure to the risk
factorr so that high values of e correspond with high values of internal wealth.
Firmss can also finance production costs externally. However, we assume that external financingg is costly. There are a number of ways to model market frictions that mlake external financing
costly.. For example, Myers and Majluf (1984) show that if firms have private information they
cannott credibly convey to the market, they will only be able to attract external financing at a
discount.. As a result, firms prefer to finance through internal means first. In our model we have
decidedd not to model the costs of external financing explicitly. The major reason is that it would
complicatee the model considerably. Although it may add to our understanding we leave this for
futuree work. We assume that external financing is costly and that the costs are an increasing
functionn of the amount of external financing C l (e). More specifically, we consider two cases:
first,, we consider the case where firms face constant marginal financing costs (Cl(e) = a V ) ;
second,, we consider the case where firms face convex external financing costs (C(e) = l/2e 2 ).
Thee first case holds for firms with good access to financial markets. The second case is representativee for a firm with limited abilities to find external financing.16
Sincee external financing is costly, in our model firms prefer internal financing. Only when
internall wealth is exhausted, will firms switch to external financing. Therefore, the amount of
externall financing that firms attract is equal to e = max{0, clql* — w\}, where q%* is the optimal
datee 1 output decision, cl the marginal production cost and w\ the amount of internal wealth
availablee at date 1 for firm i.
Thee uncertainty over the amount of internal wealth is resolved prior to the moment that both
firmsfirms choose their output. Therefore, when both firms make their output decisions (at date 1)
theree is no uncertainty with respect to the amount of internal financing available to both firms.
Thee forward market

Bothh firms' date 1 internal wealth is exposed to some uncertain risk factor e. At date 0, both
firmsfirms have the opportunity to simultaneously enter into hedging this risk. We consider linear
hedgingg contracts only (forwards or futures). We will denote the size of the hedge contract
enteredd by firm i with </>\ This contract specifies the amount of foreign currency that has to be
soldd against the forward price ƒ at date 1. The payoff from a forward contract entered upon at
datee 0 is consequently 4>lZf, where Zf (= ƒ - e) is the payoff from the forward contract at date
1.. We assume that the expected value of the payoff from the forward contract at the entry date
(datee 0) is zero (E{Zf) = 0), and thus E(e) = ƒ.
16

AA convex cost function can be motivated by both the theory put forward in Myers and Majluf (1984)
butt also using Townsend's (1979) theory of costly external financing. For further discussion see also
Chapterr 2.4.2 and Froot, Scharfstein and Stein (1993).
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Afterr the realization of the risk factor, at date 1, but before production decisions are made,
bothh firms' hedging strategies (and the amount of internal wealth) become common knowledge.
Wee do not allow for the possibility where one firm learns about the hedging behavior of another
firmm before making its own hedging decision .

6,3.46,3.4 Equilibrium concept
Inn the case of a one-stage production game the concept of a Nash equilibrium would be sufficient.. However, we have defined a two-stage sequential model, where firms decide simultaneouslyy on hedging in the first period and then simultaneously on production. The hedging
decisionss (and thus the amount of internal wealth that both firms have, become common knowledgee at date 1 prior to the production decisions. Since we assume that firms take the hedging
decisionss at date 0 in such a way that they fully anticipate the effect of their hedging decisions
onn the outcome of the product market, we need a more narrow equilibrium concept to rule out
implausiblee behavior. We therefore will use the concept of subgame perfect equilibrium as definedfined by Selten (1977). To satisfy such an equilibrium, a strategy should satisfy that: (1) it is a
Nashh equilibrium for the entire game and (2) relevant action rules are a Nash equilibrium for
everyy subgame.

Ann equilibrium is given by a combination of output and hedging decisions of each firm:
{(q{(qAA,, 4>A), {qB, 0 B )} such that (q\ 0') maximizes expected firm value given the optimal decisionss of the other firm (qj*, <j?*) for i - A,B and j = A,B and i ƒ j .
Inn the next section we solve the model through backward induction. First, we derive optimal
productionn decisions in the product market given each firm's internal wealth and first-stage
hedgingg decision. Then, moving backwards, we derive the firm's optimal hedging decision.
Firmss choose output in the second stage that maximize profits. The costs of external financing
C'(e)) will affect the product market equilibrium. In the first stage firms choose the size of
thee hedge that maximizes expected profit. Hedging decisions (may) affect the cost of external
financingfinancing and thus the outcome on the product market. We will explore under which conditions
hedgingg is an equilibrium strategy and how such hedging decisions affect outcomes on the
productt market.

6.44

Interaction between corporate hedging and product markets

Inn this section, we solve the model backwards in two stages: first, we solve the equilibrium on
thee product market given both firms' initial hedging strategy; second, we solve for the optimal
firstt stage hedging strategy.

6.44 Interaction between corporate hedging and product markets
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6.4.16.4.1 Second stage product market equilibrium
Att date 1 both firms (i = A, B) choose output that maximize profits

m a x T T ^ ^ )) = V{q\q3)q% - <V - C"(e<)
takingg the output decisions of the other (j — A,B and i ^ j) as given.
Now,, consider first the case where both firms are financially unconstrained and therefore do
nott need external financing. In that case Cl(e) = 0. The first order conditions of the maximizationn problem are enough to derive the equilibrium outcomes if the second order conditions are
satisfied.177 The first order conditions of this unconstrained problem are
f)irf)irA A

^ jj

| ££

= p(q\qB)+PA(qA,qBhA-cA

=0

- p(q\qB)+PB(q\qB)qB-cB

(6.1)

=0

wheree pi denotes the partial derivative of the inverse demand curve with respect to q\ Using the
twoo first order conditions we can derive the implicit reaction curves rA and rB for firms A and
B,B, respectively. Firm A's reaction curve (rA) specifies the firm's optimal output decision as a
functionn of firm B's output decision. These reaction curves are respectively

rrAA

: qA = -^qB

+

{a-cA)/2b

rrBB

: qB = -\qA

+

(a-cB)/2b

Figuree 6.2 plots these two reaction curves. Note that both curves are downward sloping. Firm A
willl produce more as B produces less and vice versa. In the terminology of Bulow, Geanakoplos
andd Klemperer (1985) we therefore consider strategic substitutes.18 The point where the two
reactionn curves cross is the unique Nash equilibrium of this output game. Substituting the two
reactionn curves into each other gives the Nash equilibrium outputs
qqMM
BB

= {a-2cA

+ cB)/3b
B

(6.2)

A

qq ** = (a - 2c + c )/3b
Firmm A's optimal production decision depends on the demand function (a) and the marginal
17

Seee appendix 6.1 that this is indeed the case.
^Alternatively,, with strategic complements the reaction curves are upward sloping. This implies that
ann increase in the output by onefirmwill also induce the competitor to increase its output.
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FIGUREE 6.2. Reaction curves offirmsA and B when both firms are financially unconstrained.
costss of both itself and that of firm B. Note that qAt is negatively related to its own marginal
costss (c 4 ) and positively related to its competitor's marginal cost (c B ). This is the standard
Cournott equilibrium when for both firms the amount of internal wealth available at date 1 (w\)
satisfiess respectively wA >\{a-2cA+

cB) £ and wB > \{a - 2cB + cA) ^-.

Noww consider the impact of external financing. With external financing the first order conditionss have an additional term

~dq~~dq~A A

| ££

p(qp(qAA,q,qBB))

+

= p{q\qB) + PB{q\qLBB

PA(qA,qB)qA-cA-C,
00
dqdqA A
ideideB B
cB C: C: l l == 0
dqdq

(6.3) )

wheree C\ the partial derivative of firm i's cost of external financing with respect to e. Using that
SslSsl

=

c'

if g > o, we can rewrite the two first order conditions and derive:

dq' dq'

qqBB + ( a

_

(1

+

-a-aAA + (a - (1 +

CA)cA))/2b

CB)cB)/2b

(6.4) )

Noticee that the last term is equal to zero when the firm does not need external financing in
equilibrium.. Then, C(e) = 0 and thus also Ce = 0.
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FIGUREE 6.3. Reaction curves of firms A and B when firm A faces constant marginal financing costs at
highh levels of output.
Constantt marginalfinancingcosts
Withh constant marginal external financing costs (CA

thee reaction curve shifts down

whenn the firm needs external financing (see Figure 6.3). As a result a firm will produce less
comparedd to if it had sufficient internal funds to finance the production costs. 19
Iff both firms need external financing in equilibrium the equilibrium output decisions are

a-2ca-2cAA(l+a(l+aAA))
36 6
a-2ca-2cBB(l+a(l+aBB))
3b 3b
Thiss is an equilibrium as long as w{ <

c

+ cB{l + aB)
A

(6.5) )

A

+ c {l + a )
) for j

=

A , B and ] = A, B and

ii ^ j . Note that the impact of constant marginal financing costs is the same as an increase in
bothh firms' marginal production costs
Iff one firm (say firm A) needs external financing while the other (firm B) does not, then the
equilibriumm output decisions are

a - 2 c * ( ll + a '
3b 3b
a-2ca-2cBB
+
3b 3b

(6.6) )
cA{l+aA)

'9Thee impact of constant marginal costs of external financing on product market equilibrium is similar
too an increase in the marginal cost of one of the producers.
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- ^ — - — ) and wf > cu{

Thiss is an equilibrium as long as w;f < cr{

^

L

).

Convexx external financing costs

Inn a similar manner, we can specify the optimal output decisions for firm A and B when these
firmss face convex external financing costs (C(e) = l/2e 2 ). In this case, the marginal external
financingg costs are C\ = e\ Substituting in the reaction curves give

g** = - i g * + ( a - ( l + e V ) ) / 2 &

g BB = - ^

4

+ ( a - ( l + eB)cs)/26

(6.7)

Notee that ë = max{0, clq{* - (wl0 +6le + 0 i Z / ) } , and thus is also a function of ql. To establish
thee new reaction curves we substitute this into equation 6.7. After a bit of rearranging we get
thee following reaction curves for firm A and B respectively:

AA
^^
'

qA = -\qB
A

99

+ {a- cA) /2b for eA = 0
b

R

= -2H^9

, a—(l—wA)cA

+

2U(c^

r-

4 ^

for e

n

> °

andd for firm B :
BB

B
q

99

wheree w\ = w^+O^e+ftZf.

= -\qA
"

+ (a - c B )/2b for e B = 0

~26+(cS)*9

+

2b+(c^

t 0 r e

> U

Now obviously, output decisions respond more intensely compared

too the case with constant marginal financing costs.
Too illustrate these changes we have plotted the new reaction curves in Figure 6.4 for a specificc set of parameters. The slopes of the reaction curves for firms that need external financing
becomee steeper and the reaction curves shift inwards compared to the case where there is no
suchh need of external financing.20 Notice that in our model external financing makes firms less
ratherr than more aggressive (as in Brander and Lewis, 1986, and Showalter, 1996).
20

Inn the case were firms are completely financially constrained, (have no opportunity to attract external
funds),, firms cannot produce more than available internal funds allow. Note that with the cost function of
externall financing used here, this is more or less what happens. It is possible to add a scaling factor rj to
thee cost function of external financing that is between 0 and 1 to reduce the impact of the cost function.
However,, this would further complicate our analysis.
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FIGUREE 6.4. Reaction curves of firms A and B, when they face convex marginal financing costs at high
levelss of output. .
Iff one firm (say firm A) is financially constrained in equilibrium while the other (firm B) is
not,, the optimal output decisions for firm A and firm B are respectively:

aa + cB - 2cA + 2cAwA
*,«) )
366 + 2(c-4)2
baba - 2bcB + bcA - bcAwA + a{cA)2 QQBtBt(4>\e) (4>\e)
{3b{3b + 2(cA)2)b
Thiss is an equilibrium if w* < \cA

and wB >

B

c

(6.8 8
cB(cA)2

^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ '

0

0

^ '

Finally,, if both firms are financially constrained in equilibrium, i.e. q" > ^ for both i
cc

ii

A,A, B, then the optimal output decisions are as follows:

baba + bcB - bcBwB + a{cB)2 - 2cAb AA

A

AA

2c2c ww bb +

?**(0A,0V) )

22

B 2

- 2cBb -

BB

2c2c ww bb +

qqBB*tt*ttAAAABB,t) ,t)3b3b22 + 2b{cA)2
wheree w[{<j>\ e)=wi0

+ 0'e +

B 2

+ 2b(c )

B

(6.9) )

cB(cA)2+

A 2

c wf{c )
+

(cB)2{cA)2

ftZj.

Thiss is an equilibrium if w\ < cl
andd i ^ j .

{cA)2{cB)2

3& + 2b{c ) + 2b{c ) +
BB

cA{cB)2+

B 2

c w (c )

A 2

baba + bcA - bcAwA + a{cAf

A

'— —
6(36+2(cJ) 2 ) )

forr i = A,B and j = A, B
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The first stage hedging decision

Inn the above we have characterized the second stage output equilibrium decisions conditional on
hedgingg decisions and the realization of the exchange rate. Note that with proportional financing
costs,, the output decisions are fixed once we know whether A and/or B needs external financing.
Withh convex financing costs the output decisions are a more direct function of the hedge ratio
andd the realization of the exchange rate. We will now analyze the first stage hedging game.
Firmss at date 0 choose hedge positions that maximize expected profits. They then anticipate
futuree product market decisions contingent on the level of internal wealth. The hedging transactionn itself has zero expected value. Therefore, to make hedging beneficial, it should contribute
too expected profits in other ways. We argue that it does so via the costs of external financing
andand the consequences of these costs on the product market equilibrium. Our analysis of the first
stagee hedging decision will focus on this link.
Too solve for the optimal first stage hedging decisions we will use the equilibrium outcome
inn the product market and then solve for the optimal hedge ratios. Hence, both firms choose a
hedgee that maximizes their expected profits
m a x £ ( 7 r ' ( 0 \ ^ , e ) ))

(6.10)

<P' <P'

takingg the optimal hedging decisions of the other firm as given.
Iff parameters are such that firms are financially unconstrained (and therefore do not need
externall financing) for any exchange rate, we can then show that:
Propositionn 14 If the financial constraint is not binding (e > min{ c

q

u
gA~^

,

%& ° }) far

anyany exchange rate, there is an equilibrium where the firms have no incentive to hedge in the
initialinitial stage and both firms produce in the second stage the output as in a standard Cour not
duopolyduopoly with:
qqAA** =

{a-2cA

+ cD)/3b

qqBB** =

(a-2cB

+ cA)/Sb
AA A *

Proof.. If the minimum exchange rate e is equal to inin{ c

q

(6.11)

A

QAWQ ,

B

B*

Ö

^ B " " 1 1 }, neither firm is

financiallyy constrained and we are back in a simple (unconstrained) Cournot game. In Section
6.4.11 it is shown that the solution to this game satisfies ql* = (a - 2cl + c3)/3b for i = A, B
andd j — A,B and i / j . m
Thiss first result serves as a benchmark. It defines an unconstrained equilibrium in the second
stagee where firms always have sufficient internal financing. Alternatively stated, firms have
deepp pockets. In such a case risk management decisions in the first period do not affect output
decisionss in the second period (there is no interaction between the two stages) and therefore
riskk management is irrelevant. Now consider the more interesting case where one of the two
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firms,firms, for at least some realizations of the exchange rate, need external financing to finance
thee marginal production costs. Below we first consider the case for constant marginal financing
costss and then the case for convex financing costs.
Constantt marginal financing costs

Withh constant marginal financing costs we can write the expected profits of firm A as

E(7rE(7rAA(4>(4>AA,<p,<pBB,e)),e)) = j\7rA>I((f)A,e))f(e)de

+ J\nA>II(<t>\e))f(e)de

+

Jj7rJj7rAA''rvrv(<p(<pAA,e))f(e)de,e))f(e)de
ass long as ? < ?, or as

£ ( 7 r ^ ,, <ƒ>*,£)) = j\nA<I(<pA,e))f(e)de

+JjnA'ni(4>A,e))f(e)de

+

\-K\-KAA>>IVIV{4>-\z))i{e)de{4>-\z))i{e)de
if?? < ?. Where? is defined as the exchange rate where firm A becomes unconstrained (does
nott need external financing) and ? as the exchange rate where firm B does not need external
financingfinancing to produce the equilibrium second stage output,
AA

_

c V ' -wA

- <j>Af

eeAA-4>-4>A A
eeBB - 4>B
Notee that? and? depend on the hedging strategies offirmsA and B, respectively. Hence, if firm
AA becomes unconstrained first, then equation 6.14 describes firm A's expected profits. Conversely,, if firm B becomes unconstrained first, then equation 6.15 describes firm A's expected
profits. .
Thee first term specifies the equilibrium profits of firm A where both firms are constrained.
Withh a sufficiently low realization of the exchange rate (e E [É,?]) both firms need external
financing.financing. In that case the equilibrium output decisions for firms A and B are given in equationn 6.5. We denote these output decisions as qAI* and qBI*, respectively. Note that the output
decisionss of both firms are constant in this interval. Hence,
E(7rE(7rAA''JJ(e,<f)(e,<f)AA)))) = E\p(qAI\qBI*)qAlt-cAqAI*
- CA(eA)}
wheree

:

CA{eA) - aA{cAqAI* - [wA + BAe + <t>A*(f - e)})
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Thee expected profits of A over this interval is a linear function in e and (pA*.
Whenn e e [?,?] and ? < ?, we have the case where firm B needs external financing while
firmfirm A does not. The output decisions of both A and D (qAU* ,qB!I*) can easily be derived from
equationn 6.6.21 The associated expected profits of firm A over this interval can be written as

E(xE(xAJIAJI))

= E\p(qAII\qB!I*)qAI"

- clqAU* + (wA + 0'\ + <f>A'(f - e) -

cAqA!I*)}

However,, w h e n ? < ? a n d e € [?.?], so that firm yl needs external financing while B does not,
thenn the optimal output decisions are (qAIH*, qDI11*) as specified in equation 6.6. The expected
profitss of firm A over the specified interval are then equal to

E{irE{irAA''mm))
wheree

E\p{qA}U\qBIIU)qAIU*-dqAin* e' '

=

CA{eA) = aA(cAqAIU*

:

- [wA + BAe + 4>A*{f - e)])

Finally,, the third term in both 6.14 and 6.15 considers the cases where both firms are unconstrained.. Over the range where both firms do not need external financing (e € \e. f], and? < ? o r
ee E [?,ê] w h e n ? < ?) both firms produce the unconstrained Cournot output decisions as given
inn equation 6.2 and the expected profits of firm A are equal to

E(^E(^IVIV))

= E\p(qA!V\qBIV*)qAIVt

- éqAIV*

+ (w£ + 0Ae + <pA*{f - e) - r V " ' * ) ]

Whatt adds to the profit in the unconstrained region is that the firm may still have leftovers; if a
firmfirm has not (completely) hedged it will realize a gain on the open position at these levels of the
exchangee rate.
Wee have now derived an expression for firm A's expected profits. In a similar way we can
derivee the expression of the expected profits for firm B. To find the optimal hedge ratios we
differentiatee the expected profits of firms A and B with respect to their hedge ratios and set
themm equal to zero. This gives for firm A22

a<pa<p

Je

(w

£{f-t)mde£{f-t)mde
2I

Thesee are

222

B. B.

" - «-^+g(i+a«?

a n d qBji

=

a-2c»(i+ 0 ») + c^

+

£(f-e)f{t)dt=0

respectively..

We conjecture that in equilibrium firm A needs external financing at a lower exchange rate than firm
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Sincee the expected value of the hedge contract is zero (E(f — e) = 0), we can rewrite this as

' g ' * y - ' > '' = ƒ -o*(/ - «,/(«,* + J,k-(0 - .-"(?)] = 0

,6,4)

Hedgingg by firm i affects its expected profits through two channels. The first term refers to a
changee in the expected value of the financing costs while the second term represent changes
throughh a shift in the exchange rate (? and e) where the firm becomes constrained. The benefit
obviouslyy depends on how profitable the firm is under the scenario where both firms are constrainedd versus that where only one of the two firms is constrained. Hedging affects the expected
profitss through its impact on the likelihood that it is in a certain regime (with or without external
financing)financing) and through the impact on the costs of external financing.
Noww consider first the case where firms are always financially constrained. Even after a positivee draw of the exchange rate both firms need external finance. For this case we can derive the
followingg proposition:
Propositionn 15 If both firms are financially constrained for every e € [e.l] and both have
constantconstant marginal externalfinancingcosts, then the hedging decision is irrelevant.
Proof.. This directly follows from equation 6.16. The only impact of hedging in this specific
casee is on the expected financing costs. Since these are a linear function of e, hedging does not
affectt the expected profits. As a result, both firms' hedging decisions are irrelevant.
Also,, if one firm is constrained for all e € [e,ë] while the other firm does not face costs
off external financing (has deep pockets), then the hedging decision for the constrained firm is
irrelevant. .
Noww consider the more general case where firms are financially constrained over certain
intervalss (realizations of the exchange rate and hedging strategies), while being unconstrained
overr others. In this case there is strategic interaction between both firms' hedging strategies.
Hedgingg affects the regions wherefirmsare constrained. This is important since both firm A and
B'ss hedging strategy determines to which regime A and B belong and therefore their expected
profits.. In Section 6.5, we will develop most of the intuition using numerical examples.
Convexx financing costs

Withh convex financing costs we can write the expected profits of firm A as in equations 6.14
andd 6.15. However, the expected profit functions over the different intervals are obviously not
thee same.
Whenn both firms arefinanciallyconstrained (e € [e,?] and? < ?), equation 6.11 specifies the
optimall output decisions (denoted by qA,! and <?s,/). Note that these output decisions are not
constantt (as was the case with constant financing costs) but are a function of both firms' hedge
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ratioss and the realization of the exchange rate. As a result, the expected profits of firm A over
thiss interval is also a function of the hedge ratios and the exchange rate (E(7TA'I(<pA, <pB, e))).
Hence, ,

£ ( T T ^ ( 0 A ,,

0 s , c)) = E[y{qAI\qB1*)qAI*
wheree

:

- cAqAI* - CA(eA)}

CA{eA) = )-{cAqAI* - [wA + 6Ae + <j)A*(f - e)})2

Inn the case where firm A is constrained, while B is not, equation 6.10 specifies the optimal
outputt decisions. Note that the output decisions for both firms in this case depends only on firm
A'ss hedge ratio and the exchange rate, and hence on i?(7r'4'/jf/(0'4,e)) and E(-ïïB,III(4>A,e)).
Firmm A's expected profit over this interval is equal to
E^'E^'111111^,^,
wheree

e)) = E[p{qAII!\ </fl'" V ' " ' - < V "* - CA{eA)\
:

CA(eA) = )-{cAqAUI* - [wA + 6Ae + 4>A*U - e)])2

Forr the case where B is constrained while firm A is not we can also infer from 6.10 the
optimall output decisions in a similar way. The expected profits of firm A then depends on the
hedgee of firms A and B, E(nA'n((pA,(pB, e), while the expected profits of firm B only depends
onn its own hedge ratio (E(nB'n'(4>B\ e)). Firm A's expected profits are then equal to

E(7rE(7rAA''nn(4>(4>AA,, 0 s , c)) = E[p{qAn\ qBII*)qAIU
((wwAA + dAe +

- JqAI!* +

4>A*(f-e)-cAqAI1*))

Finally,, when both firms are unconstrained, then as with constant marginal financing costs
bothh firms produce according to the unconstrained Cournot output decisions as given in equation
6.22 and the expected profits of firm A are equal to

£V' / v r (^,e))) = E\p(qAIV*,qB!V*)qAIV*-cYIV*
(w(wAA++eeAAee

+

+

A

ci> *(f-e)-cAqAIV*)}

Abovee we have specified the expected profits of firm A. In exactly the same way we can
specifyy the expected profits for firm B. Consider now the impact of hedging.
Iff a firm is financially constrained over at least some intervals of the exchange rate, then
theree are two effects on the firms' profits. First, the expected profits over the interval where
aa firm is constrained will be directly (negatively) affected by the expected costs of external
financing.financing. Since these costs are convex, less variation is preferred to more and thus, hedging
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willl reduce these expected costs.23 However, in our broader framework there is an additional
effect;; hedging decisions of both firms directly affect equilibrium output decisions as well as
thee expected profits via this channel. Moreover, they affect the exchange rate intervals (?,e) that
determiness when each firm is (un)constrained.
Now,, consider both firms' optimal hedging strategies. Again we should differentiate the firm's
expectedd profit function with respect to its hedge size <j>\ This provides us with the reaction
curvess in hedging and in turn, the optimal hedge of firm A as their best response to firm B's
hedgingg strategy. Solving this gives us the equilibrium hedging strategies. However, since the
equationss become rather tedious, we only consider some specific cases below in order to develop
somee intuition as to what is going on.
Wee derive optimal hedge decisions first for two cases: /. for the case where parameters are
suchh that for all e € [e,ê] one firm (A) is constrained while the other (firm B) is not; and /'/.
wheree parameters are such that for all e € [e,ê] both firms are financially constrained.24
Propositionn 16 For the case where one firm (A) is financially constrained while the other (B)
isis not for all e € [e,ë] , there is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium where the constrained
firmfirm fully hedges its exposure, while the unconstrained firm B has no incentive to hedge The
equilibriumequilibrium is characterized as:

MM

QQ
BtBt

_

~
_

a + cB-2cA

+ 2cAwA + 2cA6A ƒ

3b + 2(cAy

{

ba - 2bcB + b^ - bcA(wA + 9Af) + a{cAf
(366 + 2{cAY) b

-

cB{cA)2

Proof.. The optimal second stage product market decisions as a function of v/\ are given in
equationn 6.9. Substituting this into the expected profit function gives

[KA)[KA) = *V{<p\e)f{e)de

E(7TE(7TAA)) = j

[

A

Too find the optimal hedging decision, now differentiate the expected profits function with
respectt to <f>A and set it equal to zero
23

Thiss rationale of risk management has been established first in Froot, Scharfstein and Stein (1993),
seee also Section 2.2.4. Note also that in the case with constant marginal costs, there is no such effect.
244
We do not consider directly the more general case because as we will show later this becomes rather
complexx and encompasses the cases that we consider first.

}
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dE(*dE(*AA))

_Q

Thiss gives us

Solvingg for 4>A then shows that

ooMM = eA
Substitutingg this into equation 6.9 gives (qA*) as given in equation 6.13.
Wee can do the same for firm B. However, E(TTB) does not depend on èD. As a result, the
hedgingg decision is irrelevant. Substituting A's optimal hedge strategy in 6.9 gives {qB*) as in
6.13. .
Parameterr conditions under which this is an equilibrium is: wA + 0Ae + <t>A*{f — e) <
l ^ (

^^

8

+

^ + ^/-«)>c B ( f a -^^,^^''- f '^»')forril < 6 b.t]

Iff one firm (firm A) is always financially constrained for every e, while the other (firm D) is
not,, then there is an equilibrium hedging strategy where firm A fully hedges its exposure. Firm
BB in this equilibrium obviously has no incentive to hedge. Note that as a result of the financial
constraint,, firm A in equilibrium will produce less output compared to the case where both firms
aree financially unconstrained while firm D produces more.
Now,, consider the case where both firms arefinanciallyconstrained for all e. For this particularr case we can show the following:
Propositionn 17 When both firms arefinanciallyconstrained for all t € [e. ë]. costly external
financingfinancing gives rise to a unique subgame perfect equilibrium {(qA*, 0'4*), (qB', <pB*)} where
bothboth firms fully hedge their exposure. The equilibrium is characterized as:
ft*ft* =

0lfor i =

A,B

baba + b{c>) - b(ci)\4 - b{c')9if
„„
qq

i

=

2{é)bwi +2(c*)W f

+ a{(9)2 - 2{c')b - (cl){c>)2 +

+ ( C ) ( e Ó 2 ^ + (c')(c*) 2 07

362 + 2b(c')2 + 2b{ci)2 + (C) 2 (cJ) 2

Proof.. A sketch of the proof is given here (the full proof is in Appendix 6.2). First, we solve
forr the second period output decisions {qA*,qB*) and express them as a function of the date 0
hedgingg decisions (see equation 6.11).
Noww substitute these equilibrium output decisions as a function of the hedge ratios and the
exchangee rate in the original expected profit function. Firms at date 0 choose the hedge that
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maximizess expected profits. Therefore, determine the first order condition with respect to hedging g

d<$>d<$>{ {

Usingg this we can establish the reaction curves in hedging (given in the Appendix 6.2 equation
4).. Then substituting these reaction curves into each other and rewriting gives the optimal hedge
decisionss (4>l* = 6l) for both firms. Finally, substitution the hedges in the original optimal output
decisionss gives us (after some rewriting) the equilibrium output decisions (qA*,qB*)

AA.. =
qq

BB.. =
qq

baba + b(cB) - b{cB)wB - b(cB)9Bf + a(cB)2 - 2(cA)b - (cA)(cB)2 + 2(cA)bwA+
A A
A B2 A
A B2 A

2(c )be / + (c ){c ) w + {c ){c ) e j
362 + 2b(cA)2 + 2b(cB)2 + {cA)2(cB)2

baba + b(cA) - b(cA)wA - b(cA)0Af + a{cAf - 2(cB)b - (cB)(cA)2 + 2(cB)bwB+
2{cB)WBf + (cB)(cA)2wB + (cB)(cA)26Bf
362 + 2b(cB)2 + 2b(cA)2 4- (cB)2{cA)2

Ann important implication of this proposition is that there is a unique hedging strategy for both
firms.firms. Both firms will enter at date 0 into a hedge equal to each firm's exposure. This directly
followss from the concavity of the profit function in the output decisions. As a result, firms have
ann incentive to minimize the variation in output in order to maximize the expected profits. A
fulll hedging strategy achieves this.
Anotherr implication of this proposition is that firms' equilibrium hedging decisions are affectedd by competitive considerations if both firms arefinanciallyconstrained. Both market conditionss as well as the rival firms' hedging decisions determine the firm's own optimal hedging
strategy.. To demonstrate this, assume for example that firm A decides to hedge less (< <j>A*).
Thiss may occur, for example, if the firm is insufficiently solvent, and therefore cannot enter into
thee desired hedging strategy. Inspection of the reaction curve in equation (4) in the Appendix
6.2,, then shows us that B's optimal hedging strategy also changes. With strategic substitutes
(downwardd sloping reaction curves) firm B will hedge more the less A hedges. Our results
thereforee may explain firms' interest in rivals' hedging strategies. In the literature no rationalizationn for such behavior exists. The intuition behind this is the asymmetry in the firms' profits.
Firmss get hurt more when they cannot produce in low output states than in high output states;
youu gain more by producing when total output is low than that you gain when total output is
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high.. As a result, when both firms are always constrained, a firm will tend to overhedge if its
competitorr hedges less than its full exposure.25
Notee further that the sign of the reaction curve in hedging is similar to that in the output
game.. This is a typical result (see Bulow et al. 1985). The first stage game inherits the sign from
thee second stage game. In the next section, we will discuss some numerical examples to further
illustratee some of the intuition behind these models.

6.55

Numerical examples

Too illustrate the ideas developed in this chapter, we consider some simple numerical examples.
Firstt we describe the setup of our basic example. Then, we consider the case where firms cannot
usee any external financing, followed by the case where firms face constant marginal financing
costs.. Finally, we consider an example with convex costs of external financing.
Basicc setup
Wee consider a simple Cournot duoploy. Two firms (A and B), face a linear inverse demand
functionn in the second stage of our model,
pp = 100 - qA - qB
Bothh firms face the same cost function:
KKll = 10^
forr i = A, B.
Inn an unconstrained equilibrium, the problem for both firms in the second stage would be to
choosee qi that maximizes expected profits given the other firm's output decisions

maxTTJJ = (100 - q\ - q{)q\ - 10q\

(6.16)

<?1 1

forr i = A,B, j = A,B and i ^ j . Solving this maximization problem gives the following two
reactionn curves:
rrAA

25

:

tf=45-i?f

(6.17)

Finally,, it is interesting to analyze the optimal hedging decisions if changes in the exchange rate can
make:: both firms constrained (for sufficiently low levels of the exchange rate); one firm constrained at
intermediatee levels of the exchange rate; or neither firm at high levels of the exchange rate. However, we
havee not yet come up with clear results with respect to these scenarios.
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Theree is a Cournot Nash equilibrium where both curves cross. The optimal production decisions
aree qA" = 30 and qB* = 30 respectively. The resulting equilibrium price is: p* = 40. The
expectedd profits of firms A and B in this case are E(nA*) = E(irB*) = 900.
Bothh firms' initial wealth is exposed to foreign exchange rate uncertainty in the first stage.
Supposee that the exchange rates in the first period can only take the values? G {0.8,1.2}, with
equall probability. The expected value of the exchange rate at date 1 is equal to 1 (E0(e) = 1)
andd thus the forward rate (at date 0) is also 1. The realization of the exchange rate at date 1,
thee firm's exposure, and the unexposed part of internal wealth determine the amount of internal
fundss available. In the examples below we consider first the case (denoted with Case 1) where
bothh firms can lock in the unconstrained equilibrium through hedging; that is, we assume w\ =
1000 + 200e + 0 l ( ƒ - e) for both firms. We then consider the case (denoted with Case 2) where
aa full hedging strategy does not ensure both firms the sufficient means with which to finance its
productionn costs and we assume that the internal wealth for both firms is w\ — 80 + 200f +
4>4>ll(f-e). (f-e).

Noo externalfinancingallowed

Considerr first Case 1 where w\ = 100 + 200e + </>'(ƒ- c) for i — A,B. Hence, both firms can,
byy entering into full hedging achieve the unconstrained product market equilibrium decisions
irrespectivee of the realization of the exchange rate. In this case, both firms' profits then equal
900. .
Whatt happens if both firms do not hedge (<pA = <fiB = 0)? In that case, both firms will
producee up to their constraint for the low realization of the exchange rate (qA — qB = 26) and
thee unconstrained Cournot outputs (qA = qB = 30) for the high exchange rate.26 The expected
profitss then are equal to 964.
Noww consider the case where one firm (say firm A) fully hedges, while the other (B) does
nott hedge at all. As a result, firm A produces qA = 30, in both the low as well as the high
exchangee rate state. Firm B, however, has only limited resources (wB(e) = 260) and therefore
cann only produce up to 26 in the low exchange rate state, while in the high exchange rate state
itt has sufficient means. However, it will then be optimal for firm B to produce qB — 30. The
expectedd profits for A and B are E{-KA) = 960 and E(irB) = 912, respectively. Table 6.1
showss the expected profits given each firm's hedging strategy. As a result we may conclude
thatt in equilibrium both firms will not hedge.27 Note that in this case both firms end up in the
mostt profitable outcomes. Because firms do not hedge, they compete less aggressive in the low
26

Notee that after a high realization of the exchange rate both firms have internal wealth equal to 40
afterrfinancingproduction costs.
27
Wee put the equilibrium outcomes in bold in the tables.
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<b<bBB = 0 <$><$>BB = 200
AA

4>4> = 0 (964.964) ) (912.960) )
(960,912) )
d>d>AA = 200

(900,900) )

TABLEE 6.1. Normal form of the first stage hedging game in pure strategies. Denotes firm A and B's
expectedd profits for each combination of hedging strategies in the case where firms canot attract external
financefinance for Case 1

<^=00
AA

00

0 BB = O

<p<pBB = 200

(964,964) )

(941.5,966) )

= 200 (966.941.5) ) (952.952) )

TABLEE 6.2. Normal form of the first stage hedging game in pure strategies. Denotes firm A and B's
expectedd profits for each combination of hedging strategies in the case where firms canot attract external
financee for Case 2

exchangee rate state which causes expected profits to be higher compared to the case where both
firmsfirms would have hedged.
Considerr now Case 2 where hedging cannot bring the firm back to an unconstrained Cournot
equilibriumm (Case 2). We therefore assume that w\ = 80 + 20(k + ó'(f -e) for i — A. B. Again
wee calculate the expected profits for each combination of strategies. The results are presented
inn Table 6.2. It is clear that considering pure strategies only, there is an equilibrium where
bothh firms hedge. Note that this equilibrium however, does not produce the socially optimal
equilibrium;; a coordination problem prevents this.

Constantt marginalfinancingcosts
Assumee that the marginal external financing costs for both firms {a1) are equal to 0.1. First, we
considerr the cases where w\ = 100 + 200f + <?'( ƒ - e) and then we consider the case where w\
== 80 + 200É + 4>i{f ~ e) for both firms.
Tablee 6.3 shows the expected profits for various hedging strategies of both firms. When we
onlyy consider pure strategies, there is (as in Case 1 with no external financing allowed) a subgamee perfect equilibrium in pure strategies where both firms do not hedge. Comparing Table
6.33 with Table 6.1 (the case without external financing) we can see that the impact of risk managementt on expected profits is considerably less; with constant marginal financing costs there
iss less feed back on output decisions.
Againn we do the same for Case 2 where w\ — 80 + 200e + 4>x( ƒ - e) for i — A, B. The results
aree presented in Table 6.4. We find that in this case not hedging by both firms is an equilibrium
strategy.. This contrasts the outcome of the game in Table 6.2.

6.55 Numerical examples
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<p<pBB = 200
0B=O O
(923.1,923.1) ) (914.9,910) )
0^=0 0
)
<j><j>AA = 2 0(910,914.9)
0
(900,900) )
TABLEE 6.3. Normal form of the first stage hedging game in pure strategies. Denotes firm A and firm
B'ss expected profits for each combination of hedging strategies in the case where firms face constant
marginall financing cost for Case 1

0 ss = 200
0 fll = O
(912.1,912.1) ) (920.4,898.3) )
0^=0 0
AA
4>4> = 2 0 0(898.3,920.4) ) (908.1,908.1) )
TABLEE 6.4. Normal form of the first stage hedging game in pure strategies. Denotes firm A and firm
B'ss expected profits for each combination of hedging strategies in the case where firms face constant
marginall financing cost for Case 2
Convexx externalfinancingcosts
Wee first, consider Case 1 where w\ = 100 + 200e + <frl(f - e) for i — A,B, but now assume
thatt firms can attract external financing against an increasing marginal cost. Table 6.5 shows the
resultss of this setup. Again, we have the result that not hedging by both firms is an equilibrium
strategy. .
Tablee 6.6, finally shows the results for Case 2 where w\ = 80 4- 200e + 0 J ( ƒ - e) for i — A,B.
Notee that as in the case where firms could not attract external finance, we have an equilibrium
wheree both firms hedge.
Next,, we consider the case where firms are even more financially constrained and where
hedgingg cannot lock in the unconstrained production outcome, but where firms have the opportunityy to attract external financing. We assume that wA — wƒ = 0 and w\ — 200f + 0 l ( ƒ - c)
with?? G {0.8,1.2} and external financing costs again equal to C(e) — l/2e 2 . Table 6.7 shows
thee expected profits given both firms' anticipated optimal output and hedging strategies. (In
Appendixx 6.3 we provide the details behind the calculations of the expected profits and derivee the unique equilibrium hedging strategies). It appears that full hedging dominates the non
hedgingg strategy in terms of expected profits. If both firms completely hedge their exposures,
thee expected profits of both A and B are equal to 1000.6. If both do not hedge, the expected

0B=O O
4>4>BB = 200
0 ^ = 0 0 (962.9,962.9) ) (912.1,959.1) )
<p<pAA = 2 0 0(959.1,912.1) ) (900,900) )
TABLEE 6.5. Normal form of the first stage hedging game in pure strategies. Denotes firm A and firm B's
expectedd profits for each combination of hedging strategies for the case where firms face convex external
financingfinancing costs for Case 1
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0B=OO

<t><t>BB = 200

AA

= 0 (962.7.962.7) ) (988.7,892.3) )

AA

= 200
(988.7,892.3) ) (900,900) )

<p<p
<p<p

TABLEE 6.6. Normal form of the first stage hedging game in pure strategies. Denotes firm A and firm B's
expectedd profits for each combination of hedging strategies for the case where firms face convex external
financingfinancing costs for Case 2
4>4>ll = 6\i
AA

E{7lE{7l ) )
BB

E(nE(n ) )

=

tftf =0,i
A,B

0 AA = 278 , <$>B = 0
= A.B <p<pAA = 6A, 0B = <p<p

1000.6 6

970.1 1

1000.7 7

1004.3 3

1000.6 6

970.1 1

985.2 2

991.2 2

TABLEE 6.7. Expected profits with various risk management strategies when both firms are financially
constrainedd and face convex costs of external finance
profitss are lower (970.1). If one firm hedges its complete exposure while the other does not,
thenn the firm that hedges has a higher expected profit (1000.7) compared to the firm that did not
hedgee (985.2). Therefore, if we only consider the possibilities to enter into full hedging versus
nott hedging and consider the impact on the product market outcomes, we find that the hedging
decisionss affect expected profits and therefore that hedging dominates not hedging.
Finally,, if B does not hedge, for example because it is insufficiently solvent such that banks
doo not want to enter into a derivatives contract, then it is optimal for firm A to increase its hedge
too a level such that it is larger than its exposure. In the appendix 6.3 (equation 5) we derive
thee reaction curves in hedging. This learns that if B does not hedge oB = 0, firm A's optimal
hedgingg strategy is to hedge more than its exposure namely 4>A = 278. The expected profits
iff firm A hedges optimally and anticipates firm B is not hedging, for firms A and B are then
1004.33 and 991.2 respectively.
Thee intuition is as follows. After a high realization of the exchange rate the unhedged firm
hass the potential to increase its output to a level higher than that of a hedged firm. However,
thiss increased output reduces the price. When the realization of the exchange rate is low the
unhedgedd firm is more financially constrained than the hedged firm. Both firms in this state are
howeverr constrained. As a result, total supply is much lower than in the former state and thus
thee market price will be higher. Since the firm that has hedged (is least financially constrained)
inn this state will sell most, it will also benefit most in terms of profits from the higher market
price.. Thus, hedging is always an optimal strategy irrespective of the other firms' strategies; it
payss to be less financially constrained than your competitor when total market supply is low
(pricee is high).
Thiss is an interesting observation. In terms of expected profitability, loosing market share in
ann oligopolistic market where total supply is high is less serious than loosing market share in
onee where total supply is relatively low . Hedging enables the firm not to loose market share
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inn the high value (low exchange rate, low total supply) range. Although this hedging comes
withh a cost in that the firm looses market share in the high exchange rate (but low value) range.
However,, the total impact of hedging on the expected profitability is positive.28
6.5.16.5.1 Remarks
Wee can draw some interesting conclusions from the examples discussed in this section. First,
wee have shown that irrespective of the type of financing costs there is strategic interaction betweenn two firm's risk management strategies. Obviously, the more the impact offinancingcosts
onn output decisions the larger is the feed back effect and therefore this interaction. Second, the /
exampless show that the game's outcome depends on howfinanciallyconstrained a firm is. More i
inn particular, in the case where hedging makes both firms potentially unconstrained we find i
thatt not hedging by both firms is the equilibrium strategy. Whereas, for the case where hedg- \
ingg cannot make the firms financially unconstrained, hedging by both firms is the equilibrium I
strategyy except for the case with constant marginal costs. Note that in the cases where hedging
iss the equilibrium strategy, not hedging would have produced higher profits. However, a coordi- ;
nationn problem prevents firms from achieving higher profits. Our result therefore is merely the j
outcomee of a prisoners' dilemma.
/
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Discussion

Inn this chapter we studied the interaction between risk management and product markets. In
ourr model, the amount of internal wealth (wealth exposed to risk) provides the link between
thee hedging and output decisions. Such interaction is to be expected with firms that are severely
financiallyfinancially constrained, face large exposures, and operate in a concentrated market. In this case,
hedgingg decisions are not irrelevant and will affect outcomes in the product market. Moreover,
theree will be strategic interaction in the firms' hedging strategies among competitors.
Thee model considered has some resemblance to that in Maksimovic (1990). He considers the
opportunityy to purchase a loan commitment from the perspective of imperfect product markets.
Thee major insight of that paper was that a loan commitment (where the commitment rate was
beloww the spot rate) reduced a firm's marginal financing costs and, as a result, made the firm
aa more aggressive competitor in the product market (their reaction curve shifts outward). In
28

Inn the Appendix 6.4 wefinallyexplore Case 2 in a setting where the exchange rate has a uniform
distributionn and a firm faces convexfinancingcosts. We again find that hedging by both firms is an
equilibrium.. Moreover, we verify what the optimal response is offirmA given that firm B enters into
fulll hedging. Although the insights developed there are not much different from those developed here we
includedd them in the appendix to show the robustness of our results.
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ourr model, corporate hedging reduces the need of costly external financing in certain states and
thereforee makes an externally financed firm also a more aggressive competitor.
Ourr model deviates in some important ways from Brander and Lewis (1986), Showalter
(1996)) and Glazer (1994). In these models debt financing creates an agency problem due to
thee limited liability nature of equity. Ex post, shareholders prefer to play their option to default
andd as a result, with uncertain demand (or uncertain costs in the case of Cournot competition) 29 ,, this will give an incentive to increase output in equilibrium. Hence, firms financed with
debtt strategically commit to be more aggressive in the product market because shareholders
ignoree the states where the firm defaults on its debt. In our model this strategic effect of external
financingg does not occur because all uncertainty is resolved at the time that the output decision
hass to be made. Moreover, our results are not driven by (the possibility of) bankruptcy. A secondd difference is that, unlike in the other papers, in our model the financing decision is directly
linkedd to the production decision. Firms in our model need external financing in order to finance
production.. This creates a feedback effect from production to financing. Most other papers that
addresss the interaction between capital structure and product market strategy do not have this. 30
Whatt about the robustness of our results for alternative specifications of the model. We consideredd a duopoly model. In a model with more competitors strategic interaction will diminish.
Thee more the potential impact of risk management on the firm's financial constraint and the
moree concentrated the product market, the larger the benefits of hedging. Strategic interaction
inn a more concentrated industry increases. Hence, output decisions are more sensitive in a concentratedd industry. In our model hedging affects these output decisions. As a result, strategic
interactionn in our model diminishes as the number of competitors increase.
Whenn one considers heterogenous goods rather than homogenous goods, this will also reduce
strategicc interaction. Since firms do not react that strongly to each other, the impact of hedging
alsoo reduces in the case of heterogeneous goods along the same line of reasoning. Finally, it is
interestingg to consider what happens when we consider a more dynamic framework. In general,
itt is often suggested that as long as you have a finitely repeating game, the subgame perfect
equilibriumm strategy is simply the equilibrium strategy of a one shot game. The argument is
supportedd by backward induction.31 However, it is not clear at the outset what this would imply
forr a firm's optimal hedging strategy and the rationales developed in this chapter.
29

Showalterr (1996) has shown that with price competition and cost uncertainty, there is no strategic
commitmentt effect of debt.
300
An interesting exception is a recent paper by Povel and Raith (2000).
3
'iff there is a unique outcome in the last period, this is also the optimal strategy in the period before
last,, the one before that, etc. (see for example Varian, 1992).
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Concluding Remarks

Thiss chapter has shown that corporate hedging may affect product market competition and
hencee a firm's real decisions. In particular, hedging may affect a firm's future availability of
funds.. This may affect output decisions. We are well aware that this is only one possible way of
howw hedging may affect real decisions and product market competition. However, we feel that
ourr explanation is powerful and has not received the attention it deserves.
Ourr work can be extended in several ways. First, we considered only symmetric cases. It is
interestingg to analyze the game where one firm has deep pockets while the other has not. Second,
wee have taken the amount of financial slack (internal wealth) as exogenous. In a more complete
model,, this should be made endogenous. Low levels of internal wealth have the advantage of
reducingg the "overinvestment problem" (Jensen, 1986). On the other hand it may increase the
"underinvestmentt problem" (see e.g. Stulz, 1990). Bolton and Scharfstein (1990), moreover,
havee shown how competitors may limit the effectiveness of financial contracts to reduce the
overinvestmentt problem, since these contracts invite predatory behavior by competitors.
Anotherr aspect of our model which deserves attention is that hedging in our model only has
competitivee advantages. This is mainly due to the choice of a model: where hedging has no
large'costs.. Firms in our model only get hurt after a low draw of the exchange rate (if they
needd costly external financing). Hedging reduces these expected costs. However, one may also
arguee that hedging may have considerable costs. Imagine, for example, that there is only one
firmfirm in the industry that hedges while the others do not. In this case competitors may decide to
competee more aggressively after a positive draw of the exchange rate. Firms that did not hedge
havee gained from the positive realization while the firm that did hedge does not. If firms use
thiss extra benefit to push that firm out of the market we find another important cost of hedging.
Thee choices of hedging strategies by firms in a duopoly therefore may result in one firm gaining
financialfinancial strength vis-a-vis another firm. Realizing that firms cannot attract external financing
easily,, this may give the relatively strong firm an incentive to push its competitor out of the
market.. If changes in exchange rates are large enough to induce this type of predatory behavior,
itt also may give rise to strategic behavior in hedging. This also suggests a link to the literature
onn predation. These more dynamic links will be explored in the next chapter.
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Appendix

6.8.16.8.1

Appendix 6.1

Thee first order conditions are

^ jj

=

p(q\qB)+PA(q\qB)qA-cA=0

(1)

Thee second order conditions for a maximum are

dd AA
^^
= PA(qA>qB) +PAA(q\qB)qA
+PA(qA.,qB)
d(qd(qAA))2 2
dd22--B B
A B
A B B
A B
BB== PB(q ,q ) +PBB(q ,q )q +PB(q ,q )

d{qd{q f f

<0
<0

withh p = a - b(qA + qB), the s.o.c. for A and B is equal to: - 2 6 . We have assumed in the text
thatt b is a positive constant. Thus the second order conditions for a maximum hold.
6.8.26.8.2

Appendix 6.2

Thee dynamic maximization problem is defined as follows:
max£(7T I )) = E{{a - b{ql + q3))ql - dq1 -

^e2}

wheree e = c'g'* - (Vo + # 2 7+ 4>lZf)- This should be solved backwards. We therefore first solve
forr the optimal production decisions in stage 2 (qA*? qB*) and write these as functions of the
hedgingg strategies at date 0, and the realization of the exchange rate at date 1.
StepStep one: derivation of optimal second stage production decisions
Inn equation 6.9, we have established the equilibrium output decisions as a function of the hedge
ratioss and the exchange rate. These were
baba + bcB - bcBwB + a{cB)2 - 2cAb - cA{cB)2 +
2c2cAAwwAAbb +

))

-

cAwA{cB)2

22 , n , ^B ,2
A 2
,U„A
36o„
+ 2b(c ) +, 2b{c
) + UWV
{cA)2{cB)<

baba + bcA - bcAwA + a(cA)2 - 2cBb BB

BB

B

B

A 2

cB(cA)2+

2c2c ww bb + c w {c )
qqBB*(<P*(<PAA,<j>,<j>BB,e),e)
22 =
3fe + 2b{cA)2 + 2b{cB)2 + (cB)2(cA)2
wheree w[(<j>\e) = wl0 + ${e + (plZf.

<3>
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FirstFirst stage decisions

Toofindthe optimal hedging decisions, go back to the first stage and substitute the (qA*(.), qB*{
foundd in step one back into the original expected profit function

Thenn we take the first order condition with respect to the hedge ratio

Afterr some rewriting and taking expectations (using the following properties E{Zj) = E(f-e),
ƒƒ = E(e), E{Zf) = 0, E[{Zf)2} = E[(f - e)2] = var{e) = a2 and E{Zfe) = -a2)), we can
establishh the following reaction curves in hedging

AA__

^^

~

-A(c-A(cAA))22bb2299AA - 2(cA)b2(cB)9B + 2{cA)b2{cB)<j>B - Qb{cA)2(cB)29A
-2{c-2{cBB))44(c(cAA))2266AA - 2{cB)b{cA)39B + 2{cB)b{cAY<t>B - (cB)3(cA)39B+
{c{cBBf{cf{cAAf(f>f(f>BB - 2b{cA)(cB)36B + 2b{cA){cBY<t)B - 90Ab3\26Ab2{cB)2-Ab6A{cBy
(4)
A(cA)W + 6b(cA)2{cBY + 2{cBY{cAY + 9fe3 + 12b2{cB)2 + Ab(cB)4

Thee reaction curve for 0 s is symmetric, and thus:

BB

^^

_
~

-A(c-A(cBB))22bb2299BB - 2(cB)b2(cA)9A + 2{cB)b2(cA)<t>A - 6b{cB)2(cA)29B
-2{c-2{cAA)\c)\cBB))2299BB
- 2{cA)b(cB)36A + 2{cA)b{cB)34>A - {cA)3(cB)39A+
{c{cAA))33{c{cBB))33<p<pAA - 2b(cB)(cA)39A + 2b{cB)(cA)3<pA - WBb3\29Bb2{cA)2-Ab6B{cA)4
A{cBfb2 + Qb(cB)2(cAY + 2{cAY{cBY + 963 + \2b2{cA)2 + Ab(cA)4

Noww substituting <fiB into 4>A and solving for <f>A gives

Thenn given the symmetry in the problem the optimal hedge for B is

Hence,, it is optimal for both firms in equilibrium to engage in a full hedging strategy.
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Noww substituting this back into equation 6.9 gives the optimal output decisions given the
optimall hedge decisions

,A* ,A*

qq

B* B*

qq

baba + b{cB) - b{cB)wB - b{cB)9Bf + a{cB)2 - 2(cA)b - (cA)(cB)2 + 2(cA)bwA+
2{c2{cAA)b6)b6AAff + (cA)(cB)2wA + (cA){cB)29Af
362 + 2b(cA)2 + 2b{cB)2 + (cA)2(cB)2

baba + b{cA) - b{cA)wA - b(cA)0Af + a(cA)2 - 2{cB)b - (cB){cA)2 + 2(cB)bwB+
2(c2(cBB)b6)b6BBff + (cB)(cA)2wB + (cB)(cA)29Bf
3b3b22 + 2b{cBf + 2b{cA)2 + {cB)2{cAy

Thesee are the optimal equilibrium output decisions.

6.8.36.8.3 Appendix 6.3
Thiss appendix provides the more detailed calculations behind a numerical example given in Sectionn 6.4. First consider the reaction curves in the product market. These are given in equations
6.77 and 6.8. Now substitute b=l,a = 100, cA = cB = 10, wA = wB = 0 and 6A = 9B = 200
inn these reaction curves to get
,,

qq
yy

=

nn
qq
HH

=

1 R
q
1024
1 4
a
1024

H

H

90 - 10 + !0wA
102
90 - 10 + lOuf
102

Substitutingg these into each other gives the equilibrium output decisions

A*A*
qq

aa
yy

10

=
BB

-IÖ1Ö3" 1

** =

—™-v*
10 403 'l

B
+

90

1020

A

ÏÖ3 + TÖ4Ö3Wl
+ ™-+ ™M_U*
103 10403 '*

Noww we need to determine the optimal hedge ratios. We therefore substitute the (qA\ qB*) in
thee original expected profit functions E(TTA) and E(nB), respectively. This gives us
„ ,,

A,

^9270 900 , 413100
900
„
L
10715099
10 609
1071509 l
1061100 500 A n
53 050 200 , BB2B
(w(w
1088 222 409 L L
108 222409

110 292 809,
216444 818

A^
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Thenn differentiate with respect to 0 1 in order to find the optimal hedges. That is,
dE{7TdE{7TAA)) _
dE{nA)dE{wA)
d<f>d<f>AA ~ dwA d<t>A
Thiss gives us
dE(ndE(nAA))
9270900
110292 809
_
d(j)d(j)AA
~ ^ 1071 509
216444818"'1
dE(7TdE(7TBB))
_
9270900
110292 809
d<t>d<t>BB
~ U071509 ~ 216444818™1

A
+
B
+

106110500 B
108 222 409 ^ ' f~
106110500 A
108222409 U ' 1 ' f ~ °

Noww substitute the following: Z = f-e, and wA = 2OOe+0'4( f-e)
Thiss gives us (after some rewriting)

and wB = 2OOe+0 B (/-e).

-3744 544 360 + 108 636 489 * (200e) + 108 636 4890 4 ƒ £|

- 2 l 6 4 i 4 8 l 88 I

108636489^422 444 200 * (200e) - 42 444 2000 s ƒ + 42 444 2OO0Be

| (ƒ - <)]

Takingg expectations we get

55
2
t )) + 108 636 4 8 9 0 ^ +
216444818:(-108636489*(200cr
8
424444 200 * (200^) - 42 444 2OO0B^) = 0
Solvingg for 0 gives us the following reaction curves

LALA

_

-LSS _
--

onn , 42444 200

/nnn

B

200 +

TÖ8636489(200^ '
.
onn , 42444 200 / o n n
200+
(200-0A)
v
v
1088 636 489
'

Finally,, substitute 0 B in 4>A and solve to get the optimal hedge ratio:

uu

= (f)B* = 200

Tablee 6.3 provides the details of the examples in Section 6.4.

<5>
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[0[0 ,<p )
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0.8 8
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QQ

BB

QQ
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7TÖ

Ö
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(0,0) )

0.8 8 0.8 8
0.8 8 0.8 8

0.8 8

1.2 2

21.9 9

18.7 7

20.3 3

16.4 4

51.7 7

61.8 8

0.8 8
0.8 8

{6{6AA
0). . )
0.8 8 1.2 2

(278.0) )

2.2 2
3.1 1

20.3 3

20.3 3

24.2 2

16.4 4

24.2 2

57.1 1

63.3 3

55.5 5

2.0 0
1.3 3

2.7 7
3.4 4

1.6 6
1.1 1

934.1 1 1006.1 1 1000.6 6 1000.6 6 1129.9 9 878.8 8 1080.9 9 920.6 6
934.1 1 1006.1 1 1000.6 6 1000.6 6 843.7 7 1138.7 7 869.1 1 1101.4 4

E(nE(nAA) )
E(nE(nBB) )

970.12 2

1000.62 2

1004.34 4

1000 .073 3

970.12 2

1000.62 2

991.21 1

985 24
5 4

TABLEE 6.8. Impact of combinations of different hedging strategies by firm A and firm B respectively on
expectedd profits.
6.8.46.8.4

Appendix 6.4

Wee consider a slightly modified version of the numerical example of Case 2 with convex costs
off external financing, where:
A.ll e has a uniform distribution over the support [0.5,1.5];
A.22 internal wealth equals w\ — 80 -f 2007.
Tablee 6.9 summarizes the results if we analyze the pure strategies. Again we find that hedging
dominatess the non-hedging strategy. Hence, there is a subgame perfect equilibrium where both
firmsfirms hedge when we consider pure strategies (hedging or not hedging).
Too improve our understanding we consider below what the best repsonse is of firm .4 to a full
hedgee by firm B. Given that B fully hedges, if)f = 280 (irrespective the exchange rate). Now
wee can substitute this into equation 6.10 to derive the optimal output decision as a function of
firmfirm A's hedging strategy (4>A) and the realization of the exchange rate (f). After simplification,
thiss gives

, , ,,

,

,

qq ( 0 e )

'

87890

KV

' '

(

= mm löm
==

qq

204 000

+

293890 __2000_
10 403
10 403

1020

+

e

1020 ,A

._._,

0€

(6 18)

Wm -Jöm
_10_ .
10403

^ 0 _
10 403

'

,

Thesee are the equilibrium output decisions when both firms are constrained.
Substitutingg these output decisions in both firm's profit functions gives firm A and ö ' s profits
ass a function of e and 4>A for the part where both firms are constrained. Hence:
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0 BB = 1
<J><J>AA = 0(965.34;; 965.43) (935.7;; 984.5)
(950.5;; 950.5)
0** = i (984.5;; 935.7)
4>4>BB = 0

TABLEE 6.9. Normal form of the hedging game in pure strategies with convex financing costs for case 2,
howeverr with exchange rate uniformly distributed

1020 0 1020 0 AA
,87890 204000
j>j> e) e)
e +
100 403*"" 10 403
104033
10403
10 0
.2938900
2000
1 00
uA
10403 3 104033
10403^ + +
10403^ )}
1020
.878900 204000 1020 0 10200 lA . ,„.87890 204 000
1020 0
—
+ -e+--e+104033+ 10403 É+ 10 403" 10 403<t><t> e)-10(T7TT7^
10403 3 104033
10403 10403' '
1020 0
Af*,Af*,
_\\2i
„r/,,w878900
204000
1020
AA
<f><f> e)-{80e)-{80 + 200e + <j>A{l-e)Y}
10403 3
5(10(
+
e +
e
°lT4Ö^^ lÖ4Öy
ÏÖ4Ö3
EE^A,cans^

n r „ ™™

^A,cans^£{(1000

- (TTTTT^ +

which,, after simplification, gives us
E{irE{irAA>>conscons)) = £{440.26 + 898.676 + 4.493 4<f>A - 8.377 2<t>Ae 3

2

2

A 2

388.39<E2

+ 3.883 9<j>

3

9.7099 7 x 10- (</) + 1.941 9 x lO" (0 ) e - 9.709 7 x l O " ^ ) V }
Alternatively,, we can have the situation that if the exchange rate is sufficiently high and A
didd not hedge too much after a favorable realization of the exchange rate, firm A is unconstrainedd while firm B still remains constrained. For that part the equilibrium output conditions
aree respectively

qqAA = 30.985
qq

BB

(6.19) )

= 28.029

Notee that the output decisions in this interval of the exchange rate do not depend on the exchange
ratee nor on the hedge size. Hence, for this interval the profits on the product market are fixed
andd nA-uncon = 960.0857.
Noww we still need to find the exchange rate where the firm is just unconstrained. Define this
exchangee rate as ^{4>A), the exchange rate where qA'cons = qA'uncons ((i(4)A), <f)A). Solving this
givess us
11 -46660 + 203(//
?{4>?{4>AA)) =
2033 -200 + (j)A
Wee now have all the ingredients to write firm A's expected profits as follows:

(6.20) )
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E[7TE[7TAA(é(éAA,e)}=,e)}=

f TrA>cms(éA.e)f{€)de+

[(TrA>uncons+2QO{e-?)+0A(l-e))f(€)d
(6.21) )

Thee first term refers to the part of firm ,4's profits, where both firms A and B are financially constrained.. The second term refers to the part where firm A is financially unconstrained while D
iss financially constrained, plus the leftovers of the unhedged foreign exchange position. To find
firmfirm A's optimal hedge ratio in response to firm £?'s full hedging strategy we must maximize
firmfirm A's expected profit function with respect to cpA

7rA-C07'*(<p-\e)f(e)ck+

axx f

{7TA-uncons + 200{e -?) + 4>A{\ -

f

e))f(e)(k

Takee the first order condition:

» ^ ii = r,^p^mdf+^l,^,m+
dédé

J(

d(p

dd^A,uncons^A,uncons
AA

2(4>2(4> ))

+

2()0(e

- ? ) + 0A(1

(6,2,

dcp
- e)) , . ,

J

dtp

dó dó
Noww differentiate in parts:
dE(-KdE(-KA,consA,cons) )
.22
i n 11 n ^ i n - 2 iA
^ ^ — J -- = 4 . 4 9 3 4 - 8 . 3 7 7 2 e + 3 . 8 8 3 9 ^ - 1 . 9 4 1 9 x 1 0 " ' V +
dó' dó'
3.8833 8 x l t r V e - 1.941 9 x 1 O _ 2 0 V
Noww for the border (the exchange rate) where the firm is just constrained we have
1 -46660 + 2030^
__ Ax
dódó
~—
VV
; ) - -—
203
- 2 0 0 + ÓA
andd its derivative

d?{(pd?{(pAA))
dèdèAA

6060
2O3(-2OO + 0' 4 ) 2

Finally,, we need to differentiate the profit function of firm A for the part where firm A is
unconstrained.. Hence,
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dd^A,uncons^A,uncons

+

^ Q Q ( e -7{èA))

+ 0 ^ ( 1 - e)) _

AA

- 2 0 0 * 6060

~ 2 0 3 ( - 2 0 0 + <t>Ay

d<j>d<j>
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Noww using the property that the firm A's constrained profit is evaluated a t ? where it just becomess unconstrained is equal to the firm's unconstrained profit

ItIt

(Ó ,€) = TV

Afterr some rewriting we have

«rekV.011
dtf dtf

=

^

***""¥<*)}{t)it+

JeJe

(6 .23)

dó
d{nd{nA,unconsA,uncons

ƒƒ

+ 2 QQ( e

—rr

- - g ) + < / ( ! - e))
f{e)de-ó

(!-€))

^
,

JtU JtU

Now,, after substituting this gives
1.12677 x 1016 - 2.8508 x 1016(<^) + 1.2576 x
ltf\èA)2
10
3
7
4
-1.2155 x 10 (<^) + 1.642 5 x 1O (0^
-4.92611 x 10~ n
—— ;
3
—
= 0 (6.24)
(-200.00 + (ÓA)):
Finally,, solving this for óA gives <f>A = 0.396 or <pA = 229.81
Substitutingg back into?(0j4) shows that this?(0'4*) ^ [e,ë]. As a result, the firm is financially
constrainedd over the whole interval [e,t\. Using Proposition 17, the optimal hedging strategy
thenn is to fully hedge. Hence, firm A's optimal response to a full hedging strategy by B is also
aa full hedging strategy.
Hence,, we get the same result for our more general case compared to that which we discussed
inn the numerical example in Section 6.4.
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